AGENDA

ACI-ASCE Committee 423 - Prestressed Concrete

ACI Spring 2008 Convention
Los Angeles

Monday, March 31, 2008
9am-1pm
Room TBA

1) Welcome Members and Guests

2) Approval of Fall 2007 minutes

3) Roster evaluation prior to Fall 2008 convention

4) Sessions honoring Tony Naaman at this convention:
   Part 1: Monday 9am-12pm sponsored by 549
   Part 2: Monday 2-5pm sponsored by 549
   Honorary Dinner Monday night
   Part 3: Tuesday 9am-12pm sponsored by 549 and 423

5) Document overview & updates
   Recommendations for Concrete Members Prestressed with Unbonded Tendons (423.3R-05)
   Corrosion and Repair of Unbonded Single Strand Tendons (423.4R-98)
      ▪ Past 8 year mark as of 2006 (update from Moore/Donnelly)
   Report on Partially Prestressed Concrete (423.5R-99)
      ▪ Potential to sunset (discussion by Schaeffer and Bondy)
   Specification for Unbonded Single-Strand Tendon Materials and Commentary (ACI 423.7)
      ▪ Published
   Specifications for Installation of Unbonded Single Strand Tendons and Commentary (ACI 423.8)
      ▪ Negatives to be addressed (Rogers)
   Corrosion and Repair of Grouted Multistrand and Bar Tendon Systems (423.x)
      ▪ Remaining negatives will be letter balloted (update by Schokker for Kline)
   Provisional Standard Test Method for Schupack Pressure Bleed Test Procedure for Cement Grouts for
      Post-Tensioned Structures
      ▪ Negatives to be addressed (Neff)

New documents:
   Standard Test Method for Bond of Prestressing Strand (Russell)
   Other suggestions: Slab-on-grade (Iqbal/Rogers)

6) Discussion of 318 G issues – Dolan

7) Discussion of 301 issues – Neff

8) Other business
   • 423/445 Task Force on Shear in Prestressed Concrete Members – Roberts-Wollmann
   • Presentation on Stresses in unbonded tendons (Roberts-Wollmann)

9) Report on PCI Activities – Johal
10) Report on PTI Activities – Neff

11) New Business

12) Adjournment